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PRODUCTION OF LEPTOI\f PAIRS AT T!IE LBL BEVALAG 

G, Rochea 

N1.1delfr ScfeMe Divi::;ion 
Law:r;enc~ B~trkyley Laboratory 
Berkeley, CA 94 720, l)SA 

ABSTRACT 

We cj.iscus13 t)le ph;ysics oldectivel) of the DLS prpgram 'Vitl:l some em,ph;:lsis c;m 

tl].e ppssiqlf! ]lSe df dilentpn~ fl-& a prol!~ of p;qn dYr~mks in nuclear ma,tter. 
Data on p-~e rea,.ct~ons <tt ~-5 GeV a~ Ca-Ca at 1.2 A GeV are presented. l'~e 
obse:J;Vation of p.. structurr <;tt aqqut twice tqe pion rp.ass in the e+ l't- jnv<;trian~ 
mass ;;;pectra abqyE) 2 GeV bep..m energy ~nd the excitation fgp.ction for the :p-Be 
reaction su~gest that pion ~np.ihilptio11- ~~ a signi~cant diele<;tron source above 2 
Gey. The diele,::tron mp,ss s:pectru~ from Ca"Ga atl A GeV exhibits an inverse 
slrope l<trger tlw,n th!f on~ frpm p-Be at the san;J.e be11-m energy. 

INTROPUCTION 

I am going to present the worh1 dol}e by the Dilepton Spectrometer(DLS) Collabo
rationb Otl the p:r;oduo~iqn of leptop pairs ~t the LBL Bevalac. This stpd,y is relevr-n.t 
to nuclear matter f1nd h,as nothing to do with quark matt13r, except perhaps tb,at it 
may give some indkati0n on the backg:r;qunqs tllat cq1,1,lP. b<r expe;rien~ed in th~ search 
for the quark~gluon plasma. Tlhe eJTlergy domain is ab9ut 1 A GeV. 

The :OLS prograw deals more precisely with the production of electr0n pairs ( di
electrons) in p-p, p-~ucleus and nudeus-nucleus collisions: 

A +r B ,.....,..-+ e+e- + X (rmltiplicity meas1.1;rerpent) 1 

Multiplicity information was not recorded with the :fir!3t data presented herein. 

I will star~ with a l;>rief review of the e~periments at· the beginning of the DiLS 
progra~ and ~ive the ph;ysics rp.ot~vatiqns vyith SQJ;}'le mnpfasis Ol!J- the asp~<;:ts re~~Vifflt 
to pion dynamics in nuclear matter. The e~periinental set !,lp wHl be d~scribed and 
results obt<;tined so far on p"Be and Ca-Ca collisions will be pr~sente<;l. I 'Yill erq the 
talk with some first conclusions and a brief discussion of th~ possible developments 
of the program. 
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STATUS OF EXPERIMENTS AT THE BEQIN~ING OF THE DLS PROGRAM 

At the beginning of th~ DLS program, there wa$ ~bvjo~8ly no dftt~ on nu~letJs
nucleus Gollisions. Dilepton production had been extensive~y studied in hadron
nucleon and hadron-nucleus collisions abov~ 10 peV beam energy while there was no 
data between 1 and 10 GeV. A low energy experiment1 011 p-p at 256 and 800 MeV 
found no evidence for directc single electron prpduction, at the level of 10-6 of th,e 
pion production rate for the 800 MeV measuretnent. Tl;mp, there was a possibility 
for the existence of a threshold in between ~ and lO Ge V beam ~nergy. 

Fig. 1 shows a typical dimuon mass spectrum measl_lre<;l. in high energy hadronic 
collisions2 • It exhibit~ peaks co:vr~~ppnding to tpe v11rious meson resonances and a 
continuum. The high mass region of the continuum is w~ll interpreted in term of 
the Drell-Yan hard quark-antiqup,rk annihilation. pnqcess, while the low m~s~ region, 
sometime referred to 11s "the 11notnalous dileptor ~P»tiw,Itlifl", is ttot well understood. 
Several. experiments have been devoted to the study of t:P,e dilepton low masf) contin
uum, and welist in Table 1 those performed with. electron pairs at energies clpser to 
the Bevalac domain. The KEK <;lielectron mass spectrum3 is shown in Fig. 2. The 
estimated background due to ry aJ?-d w0 Dalitz dFt;ay~ cannot account for the diE;lec
tron yield. The soft parton model calculation ofV. Cerny et al. 4 or the quark-gluon 
plasma model of E.V. Shuryak5 are not i:r very good agreement with the datp. points. 
Also shown in Fig. ~ is a ~t tq tqe data usi:pg' a functional form from K;. Kinoshita 
et al. 6 • We will use this fit for a cm;nparison to the DLS data later on. 

. ' 

At the Bevalac, we are evide~tly limited to th~ dileptop. mass region thq.t cpr
responds to the anomalous dilepton continuum and the DLS results should help to 
clarify t~e situation. 

PHYSICS MOTIVATIONS 
·.· 

p-N and p-nucleus Collisions 

The DLS program aims to establish. the existence of direct electron pair production 
in the few GeV qeam energy domain ~:j-nd h~lp clarify the productipn rn~~hani15m(s). 

Nucleus-nucleus Collisions 

When we submitted aur first prpposal five rears ago, there was no theoretical 
study precisely relevant to the Bevalq,c energy range, We were relying on general 
arguments as follows. Dileptons should be a good probe of the prhnary hot stage of 
the fireball. They present three aqvantages; (i) ~hey at;e apenytr~tin.g probe and do 
not interact much in going q\lt of nJ.H;le;;~.r matter, (ii) t{l~ir production rate is biaseq 
toward the high density phase of the collision, f!.nd (iii) their coupling to other par
ticles is very well known so accurate calculations are in pr~nciple possible. f!owever, 
they present the disadvantage of low prod11ction rates d11e to the srnallness of the 
fine structure constant a ( t:P,ere is roughly one e+ e:- p;:tir produced. per t~n thousand 
NN collisions). This disadvantage actually mitke~ th~ ex:Rerim~ntal difficulty quite 
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Fig. 1. Dim11on mass speytrum 
measur~d by the Chicago-Prin
ceton group and contribution 
of the Dr~U-Yan proces~2 . 
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model of K. Kinoshita et q.!.6. 

'l'able 1. 

KEK~ 
SLAC 7 

BNL8 
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Existing data at the begil\ning of the DLS project 
(electron p&ir:;;) 

p-Be at 12.1 GeV 
1!'- -p at 15.9 GeV 
1!'--p fl.t 16.9 (ieV 

( sir).gle ~lectron experiment) 
p-p at 800 MeV 
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serious. The use of real photons would provide the same advantages as dileptons, 
with in gencrald a much higher production rate ("' 1/ a higher), but ~tis then difficult 
to subtrad the copious gamma, ray yield from 1r

0 decay. In the case of dileptons, the 
combinat6rial background· (false pair~) can be measured directly from the like-sig~ 
pair yield, and the true pair Dalitz decay background is only important at very low 
masses, below about 100 MeV. · 

Later on, ·c. Gale and J. Kapusta9 have made ca~culations applicable to the Be
valac energy domain and pointed out possible interesting effects relevant to the pion 
dispersion relation in hot-dense nuclear matter. This study is generalized by L.H. Xia 
et al. 10 who include the e'f!pansion of the fireball and consider dileptons as a probe of 
pion dynamics in heavy ion collisiqns. G. Brown11 discusses the mterest of dilepton 
me;;tsurements in connection with the subjects of the nuclear equation of state and 
pion condensation. M. Schaffer et a. 12 compute the pn prerp.sstJ;ahlung co11tribution 
in p-Be collisions at 1 GeV. Very recently, a preprint by S. Pratt13 seems to raise a 
controversy about the effect of pion dispersion on the dilepton mass cross section. 

There are several theoretical tq,lks at tllis meeting on the subject of dilepton pro
duction in the 1 A Ge V energy range, so I would like to only briefly discuss the 
possibility of using dilept<;ms as a probe of pion dynamics in nuclear matter. 

··,, 

Pion Dynamic,s in Nucl~q,r 'M attf;r 

Two possiblY, dominant processes of dilepton production in the' -1 A Ge V range 
are shown in Fig. 3. ·when dealing with pion dynamics, 7r+7r- annihilation is of :most 
interest and pn bremsstrahlung i11 a background. The propagation of pions i):l nuclear 
matter is described by the following dispersion relationship: 

w2 = k2 + m! + IT(w, k), 

where w is the pion total relativistic energy and l< its vector momentum. The effect of 
the nuclear medium is introduced through the term IT(w, k). It is both temperature 
and density dependent, the strongest dependence coming from the baryon density. 
There is little experimental information on the pion dispersion relation and it is 
mostly constructed on theoretical arguments. 

A kinematical domain of special ipterest corresponds to lepton pairs emitted back
to-hack in the center-of-mass frarp.e of the collision. In that case, the total vector 
momentum of the pions is 

q' = kl + k2 ::;= 0. 

It results that 

and 

Me+e- = 2w. 

There is an almost one-to-one correspondeJilce between a point of the dielectron mass 
spectrum and a point of the pion dispersion curve. In that kinematical domain, the 
pion dispersion effect on the dielectron mass spectrum can be expected to be the 
strongest and is clearly seen in Fig. 4 from L.H. Xia et al.10

. The pn bremsstrahiung 
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rr+rr- annihilation 

>---~·--< :: 
Fig. 3. Two possibly dominant 
processes of dilepton production 
in the 1 A Ge V range. 
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contribution is also shown in the figure. The effect of the pion dispersion amounts 
to an enhancement of the mass region j1.,1st above the 7r+7r- annihilation threshold 
by more than an order of magnitude. Also, the same aut~ors quantitatively estab
lish that dileptons are created during th~ first stage of the nucleus-nucleus collision, 
within the first 6 fm/c for Ca on Ca at 2.1 A G~V (see Fig. 5). 

· As a conclusion to this part of the talk, I can say that dileptons should ~e a good 
probe of pion dynamics in nuclear matter. Notice that the same dispersion rela
tion concept should actually apply to both p-riucleus and nucleus-nucleus collisions. 
The subject of pion condensation, which received much attention in the 1970's, is 
also regaining interest. Finally, the dileptori study is also useful in the more general 
framework of the nuclear equation of state for it should provide information (density, 
temperature) on the ~arly hot-dense stag~ of heavy ion collisions. 

EXPERIMENTAL SET UP 

Design Considerations .. :. 

There are some numbers that are important to better understand the experi
mental set up and the data. The direct ,electron yield as measured in high energy 
experiment is very lqw. It is usually reported as the ratio of direct elect;rons to piops 
at a given tranverse momentum Pt: 

ej1r"' 10-4 

(the ratio goes up to about 10-3 at very low Pt'~ of about 100 MeV /cas measured 
at the CERN ISR14

). The dielectron yield can also be expressed as the ratio of di
electrons to dipions and high energy ~xperiments give the value 

(e+e-)/(7r+7r-)"' 10-5 , 

the DLS <;lata actually providing the same value (see below). Thus, the experimental 
set up must fulfill the following requirements: (i) an extremely good hadron rejec

tion power ( ~ 105
), and (ii) a large acceptance and/or high interaction rate capability. 

The main backgrounds result from 1r0 decay: 
0 converszon + 7r -+ II --t e e-

7r0-+ 1e+e- (Dalitzdecay) 
BR~ 1 
BR ~ 10-2 • 

Difficulty can be anticipated (i) for low dielectron masses ( :S 100 M-eV) and (ii) be
cause ofa combinatorial background (false pairs). 

The Dilepton Spectrometer 

The DLS experimental set up is shown in Fig. 6. ·The target is'segmented to 
reduce the combinatorial background· from gamma ray conversion: The 'two large 
aperture dipole magnets offer each an angular accepta:P.ce of 170 msr. The e~ectron 
identification with adequate hadron rejection powe;r is provided by two gas Cherenkov 
count~rs in each arm. Tracking is achieved with .drift chambers and scintillator ho-

, doscopes provide tdgger flexibility and redundant information. Details can be found 
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in ref. 15, The multiplicity array was not yet implemented when we collected th,e first 
data presented below. The kinematical domain under irtvestigation is approxima;tely 
0.1-1.2 GeV in invariant ma13s, 0.0-0.8 GeV /c in transverse momentum and 0.5-1.9 
in units of laboratory rapidjty (y ). 

The ~entral ray of each arm i~ set at 40° to the beam direction, which is !}n ad
equate value for bea)U energies 4.9 9eV (p"Be rel'tction) and f·1 A GeV (p-Ii3e anp 
CaTCa reactions). For th~se two beam energies, mid-rapidity electrons are emitted 
(in the laborp.tory) at ~~.7° and 4$.4°, respectivelyr lfqwever, forth~ lowest bea:n1r 
energy of 1.0 A GeV that has been used, the mid-rapidity laboratory angle of 53.9° 
doe~ nqt match, well ~lle PL$ rapidity.a<;:c~ptqi?-Ce an<;l bacl)-to-back pairs fqr i)1stancEf 
are detected with a low efficiency. 

False Pair Subtraction 

03 ~-c; 

f------j 

!M 
2 

-

~ 
A Multiplicity. Array 
C Cerenkov Counter 
0 Drift Chamber 
H HodOsCPPe . ' 
L Lead-Glass Counter 
M Magnet Pole 
T Segmented Target 
W Wii!l Chamber ' 

Fig. 6. The DLS experimental set up. 

A significant comqfnator~al backgrou,nd (false pairs) originates when twe> UI?-covre
lated electr<;ms are de.tected, one in each DLS arm, these two electrons being mostly 
produced through the decay of 1rP's, either directly from the Dalitz mech'l'nism or by 
the cop.vers~O:r;i of their /rray prod1..1.cts in the target or surrounding materials. These 
uncorrelated electrons are always produced in pairs and there are some cases when the 
two members of Dalitz or conver~ion pairs go through the whole system on one arm. 
Then we just ;remove the correspqndin.g events. The presence of two electrons befoJ;"e 
one mag:q.et can also be deteGted from the ADCe information of the fr0nt Cherenkov 
counters. The hodoscope al)d drift ch<~mber information also helps. Therefore, a false 
pair mostly results when all ADO, TDCr=', time-of-flight and reconstruction conqitions 
are fulfilled and that we miss one member of a Dalitz or copversion pai;r in one aqil, 
on both si<les. l{owever, due to the charge detection symetry of the two arms (and 
thEJ symetry is improved by collecting data for the four field polarity combinations in 
the magnets over equal neriods of time), the opposite-sign false pair sarqple is eq-qal 
to the like-s~gn sample and the true pair signa~ is simply obtained by subtrl'tction of 
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the like-sign pairs from the opposite-sign pairs. ~vidently, the statistical accuracy 
on the true pairs depends on the amount of false pairs. The false pair yield increases 
as the square of the pion multiplicity and, depending on the origin of the true pairs, 
the true to false ratio can get worse when going to heavier target/projectile- systems. 

Notice that Dalitz pairs can be emitted with wide opening angles and dete~ted 
by the system. These will not be subtracted but ~stimates of their c;o.Iftribution to 
the true pair signal >vill be given. 

. RESULTS ON p-Be AND Ca-Ca COLLISIQNS . 

Table 2 gives the running conditions and T~ble 3 the pair statistics'for the data 
· taken so'far. The interaction rates go from about 3 x lO(i up to 3 x 107

• ,The low 
· number of reconstructed events compared to the number of recorded events is only 
partly due to the very simple trigger that we have been 'Using (an eight~fold coin~i-

Table 2. 

· DLS running conditions 
(for p-Be at 1.0 GeV, the star refers to the same analysis as Ca-Ca at LO A GeV) 

.. 

Reaction Average Acq. Target #of #of 
beam int. time thick. recorded recons. 

(proj./spill) (hours) (col. I eng.) events pairs 
4.9 GeV p-Be 1.2 X 108 34 0.1 1.4 X 105 933 
2.1 GeV p-Be 2.3 X 108 16 0.1 · 7.7 X 104 715 

2.0 A GeV Ca-Ca 2.5 X 107 30 0.01 2.8 X 105 139 
1.0 GeV p-Be 3.0 x i08 26 0.1 7.3 X 103 130 

374* 
1.0 A Ge V Ca-Ca 1.0 X 108 83 0.02 2.0 X 105 ·. 1207 

Table 3. 

DLS pair statistics 
(for p-Be at 1.0 GeV; the stars refer to the same analysis as Ca-Ca at 1.0 A GeV) 

OS= number of opposite sign pair$, LS= number of like sign pairs, 
- F= number of false pairs in the· OS sample (F=LS), 

T= number of -true pairs (T=OS-LS), O'r=v'OS + LS. 

Reaction OS LS T T/F T/f7T 
4.9 GeV p-Be 732 201 531±31 2.6 17.4 
2.1 GeV p-Be 567 148 419±27 2.8 15.7 

2.0 A GeV Ca-Ca 94 45 49±12 1.1 4.2 
1.0 GeV p-Be 111 19 92±11 4.8 8.1 

263* 111* 1.52±19* 1.4* 7.9* 
1.0 A Ge V Ca-Ca 731 476 . 255±35 0.5 7:3 
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dence of the signals from the hoqoscopes and Cherenkov <;:ounters ). It also results 
from t~e large acceptance and the severe background conditions, and translates th~ 
difficulty of the mec;tsurements. The data is much cleaner for the lowest beam epergy 
of 1.0 A GeV which allowed the use oflooset cuts in the analysis (needless to say that 
the efficjency of the cuts is corrected for). The true to false ratio is about three time~ · 
bette~ f~r p-:Se than .for Qa~Ca collisions, independently of the analysis CJ.lts and the 
incident energies. The existence of a dielectron signal down to 1 A OeV is established 
to a high level of statistical accuracy and the first goal of t4e DLS progra;m is p,phieved. 

p-Be Data 

The cross sectjon per nucleon (assuming an A;13 dependence, whe:r;e At is the 
target mass) for p-Be a9 q, function of the dielectroiJ. invariant mass is 9hown i~ F\g. 
7 for the three beam energ~es 4;.9, 2.1 and, 1.0 OeV. The general shc;tpe of the 4.~ anq 
2.1 Ge V distributioqs for masses above 300 MeV are similat; to th,at seen at higher 
energies. For comparison to the I\EI\ :12 GeV p~Be data3 , the fit given iil Fig. 2 is 
plotted as a :;;oljd curve in Fig.· 7(a). An enhancement in the pjw region is seen in th€) 
~ass sp~ctmm from p-Be at 4.9 GeV. At 2.1 GeV, the maximu:m energy available 
in the nucleon-nucleon center-of-m;;t$S frame is 850 MeV, just barely a~o~e the pjw 
threshold. The total Dalit;:>; decay contributions to the dielectron cross sections (see 
:ref. 16 for details) are shown as dashed curves in Fig. 7 for all three beam energies. 
T4e significa:p.t cop.tributions are from 71'

0 and 7] at 4.9 and 2.1 GeV1 while 71'
0 and 

6.(1232) contribute at 1.0 GeV. At 4.9 a:p.d ~.1 GeV, the Dalitz decay bacl<ground 
is approximatelY a;n order of magnituqe s;maller than the meas].lred yie~d for masse$ 
above 200 MeV,. in agreement with the higher energy res].llts. For the 1.0 GeV data, 
the Dalitz decay contribution is less accurate due to the uncertainty in tb,e 4(;1.232) 
production cross section and our systematic errors, 

The new ob;;;ervation is the structure at about 300 MeV (twice the pion m,ass) in 
the 4.9 and 2.1 GeV spectra. We have been much concerned with it, trying to e;tnswer 
the two questions: its statistical significance and the possibility of an experimenta~ 
bias. An experi~ental bias <;oul<;l come from the acceptance due to the fact that it 
gets limited in y and Pt at low mass and thus more difficult to evaluate. In fact, we 
know that the very first mass bin (the tip of th(( accepta11ce domain) is not re~iable 
and it is g~ven only for a qualitative tfnderstai).ding of the mas;> spectra. We believe 
thp.t the acceptance bias i~ negligible above M = 150 MeV and the second IIfass b~n 
should q,lreaqy pe reasonably accurate17

. Evaluation of the statistical significapce 
assumes the choice of a structureless model. Taking a softer fu!lctional fot;m (sud~ 
as an exponential) yields a lower statistical significance, while using a steeper fu!lc~ 
tional form (such as power laws, M- 2 or ]1,1~ 4 , reasonable for bremsstrahlu~g or soft 
parton models) yields a very high statistical significance. vVe finally decided not to 
give any number anq let the readers dec~de. It is interesting to notice that a rece11.tly 
presented data 18 on very low mass dielectron production in p-p at a center-of-mass 
energy ()f 63 GeV is not inconsistent with the DLS result (see Fig. 8), 

The cross section (per nucleon) £or producing the low mass dielectron cqntinuum, 
200 ~ M ~ 700 MeV, is plotted in Fig. 9 as a function of the available center~ 
of-mass energy. The brackets around the PLS data points represent the systemat~c 
normalization errors of approximately +70/-20%. We first notice that ~he DLS cross 
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gies qf (a) 4.9, (b) 2.1 and (c) 1.0 GeV, The first data point on all three spectra is 
qualitative. The dashed curves are the total Dalitz decay contributions, The solid 
curve is the fit to the KEK 12 GeV p-Be data3 for comparison. 
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Fig. 8. Dielectron invariant mass 
distribution from p-p ati63 GeV 
center~of~mass energyl-8 : 
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Fig. 9. The total dielectron 
production cross section as a 
function of the available NN 
center-of-mass energy: circle, 
D. Blockus et al.7 1r-p at 16 
G~V; star, S. Mikamo et aP 
p+Be at 12.1 GeV; squc,tres, 
DLS data. The solid and 
dashed curves show the 7r+7r

and 1r0 total cross sectiqns19 

respectively, scaled down by 
1.33 X 10-5 . 

sections are in agreement with tl~e higher energy results from KEI<:3 and SLAC7 , and 
probably also with the lower energy measurement at LAM:PF1 . The e+ e- and 7r+7r

cros~ sections are found to have similar threshold behavio~ while the 1r
0 excitation 

function is much flatter in the same range of available center-of-mass energy. The 
dielectron to dipion ratio -is about 10-5

• 

Both the mass structure at about twice the piop. mass and the excitation function 
suggest that pion annihilation is a possible dominant mechanism of dilepton pro
duction for proton beam energies above 2 GeV. However, other mechanisms may 
also have significant contributions (e.g., D1:1litz decay of the D-(1232) resonance, 
bremsstrahlung). 
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Ca-Ca Data 

Fig. 10 shows the dielectron, invarian,t mass. s:pect;va for tl~e reaction Ca-Cq.at 2.0 
and 1.0 A GeV. The D~litz decay eor;ttributipns shqw!f c:t~ clasped curves i:n the figure 
have been scaled from the previotj.S p-Be calc1,1lations anq t:lwir estintated un,certain-. ' 
ties are withip ±50%. These contributions cannot acco'Unt fo:~; t4e di~l~ctron yield 
for masses ~bove 200 :NI;e V. The first ~a$S bin, in both ~p~ctr~ iE? a~ain quaJit~tlve. 
The statistical accuracy is not good enough to draw a concl]lsion on the existence 
of a structure arou~d twice the pion rpass, ~vel} tho]lgh S4btJ,"1'!.ction of the ])alit~ 
contributions would signifiqmtly change the s~apes of t.he distdbutions in the low 
mass region. We have not performed this subtraction yet as wore acc4rate estimates 
may become available (e.g., Dalitz decay of the .6.(1232) resona:nce20

). 

For compariso1;1 to the more accurate Qa~Ca qata at l.Q 4 GeV, a prellf.ninary 
calculation by C.M. Ko21 for the same reaction is showr;I in Fig. 11 (sa:rr;te type of a 
calculation as in Fig. 1). The fep,tures qf the COIItP~te~ sp~ct;r\1~ (the bp~ke at twice 
the pion mass and the p enha~cerpent) arff n.ot· s~e:o. ir the expl;)rb:wmtal djs~;ribu,tion, 
perhaps due tq the reduceq statistical accuracy 1'\-S ipdjcated above. Th)ls we ~ay just 
compare slopes. Hand-made exppnent~<).l fits tq tpe two I;:QfnpOn~~t& in Fjg. n give 
inverse ~lopes! of 95 and 69 MeV forpion-pion an:nihil;,ttfon and :pq. b;req:nnsstrah,lung 
respectively, while the exponential fit to the D:YS spectrum above M = 200 M;eV 
yields an inverse slope of 125 ± 16 MeV, see F~~· ~2(a). Of course it q1ust be 
reminded that the calculation i~ performed for l;>ack:tq-bi:lcl< Pf"~rs arcl integr11tipn 
over Pt and y may somepow wash out the :pio):l ~~~persim~ ~ffe<ft. 
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Fig. 1Q. The dielectron invariant mass distri'plj.tion~ (p~r ~ucleon) from t4e Ca-Ca 
reaction at (a) 2.0 and (b) 1.0 A GeV. The first data point on both spectra is qu~li" 
tative. The dashed curves are the Dalitz decay contribution!?. 
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Fig. 12 co:rp.pares the dielectron mass spectra for both Ca-Ca and p-Be reactions 
at 1.0 A GeV. There is a higher yield at higher masses in the Ca-Ca spectrum 
compared top-Be, The ((Xponential fit to the p-Be data above Nl = 200 MeV yields 
an inverse slope of 71 :f;: 18 MeV, much lower than the Ca-Ca inverse slope of 125 
± 16 MeV. A first esti~ate indicates tha~ this large difference in slope cannot be 
explained from Fermi motion. 

Fig. 11. The rate of back-to-hack 
pairs computed for .pion-pion annihi
lation and pn bremsstrahlung21 ; the· 
dotted lines are hand-made expo
nential fits to the annihilation 
and bremsstrahlung components. 
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CONCLUSION 

I have restricted the PLS data presentation ·mostly to. the mass distributions. We 
actually measure the triple differential eros~ section d(j / ( dM dptdY) and more data i:;; 
available, being published or in the process ofjmblication, e.g., Pt distributions15

•
16

1
22

, 

Pt vs. Min p-Be at 4.9 GeV17
. These s~1ould be of interest to check the model cal

culations. The conclusions below refer to the 'Nhok data set. 

vVe have established the existen<;e of a dielec~ron signal·down to 1 A Ge V incident 
energy. 

In p-Be collisions above 2 GeV, the mass distributions (M > 300 M~V), Pt distri
butions and yields ( ( e+ e-) 1 ( 1r+ 1r-) "' 10-s) are .similar to those ootairted at higher 
energies. The observation of a structure in the mass ~pectra at about twice the 
pion mass and the excitation function suggest that pion annihilation is a possible 
dominant production mechanism, even though other processes may have significant 
con tri bu tions. · 

Comparison of the Ca.-Ca. and p-Be data at 1 A GeV shows a large difference in 
the slopes of the mass distriqutions, the Ca."Ca spectrum b~ing much flatter. The 
production yields a:r;e consistent with a projectile/target ;mass dependence as ApAt. 

The DLS results show the feasibility of experiments using dileptons as a p:r;obe of 
nucleus-nucleus eollisions in the 1 A. GeV range. There is hope toobta.in information 
on pion dynamics in nuclear matter but it needs more work, both theoretical and 
experimental. 

Developments of the program 

The multiplicity detector has just been implem~pted and we ~ave collected data 
on Ca-Ca at 2.0 A GeV and Nb7Nb at 1.0 A GeV. In the very•near future, we are 
going to take data on p-p and p-d reactions to gather informatio~ on the basic pro
cesses and further study the 300 MeV mass structure. On a longer term basis, the 
project will develop toward higher projectile/target masses at 1 A GeV beam energy. 
It will need setting the two DLS arms at 54° and upgrading the electron identifi
cation system, e.g., Ring Imaging Cherenkov counters in front of magnets and fuH 
calorimetric coverage behind each arm. ·AIJ.ultima.te goal of the program should be a 
high statistics ·study of the back-to-back pairs at 1 A GeV with the heaviest beams, 
but the Bevalac beam performance may then create limitations. 
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